A wireless sensor network consists of a huge number of sensor nodes associated via wireless medium. Nodes in a WSN are organized with limited battery energy and thus improvement on network lifetime by reducing energy-usage is of extreme important. One of the solutions to minimize such energy-usage is associate clustering of network nodes. In this paper an associate clustering scheme in WSN is proposed where cluster heads are formed by creating a probable associate list is in descending order in which cluster heads are organized according to their residual energy. We have conducted simulation-based evaluations to compare the performance of EEACPSC against Energy Aware Coverage Preservation and Lifetime Enhancement Protocol (EACPLEP) and Enhanced-Energy Efficient Protocol with Static Clustering (E3PSC). Our experiment results show that EEACPSC outperforms EACPELP and E3PSC in terms of network lifetime and power consumption minimization. And its results come out in 3D form.
